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Manage security within the evolving
workplace and enable your teams to
work virtually anytime, anywhere
New technology adoption and integration are essential to the success of an
enterprise. IT departments are uniquely positioned to make strategic business
decisions to better prepare their organizations for the future. Printing and
document management is a vital IT responsibility — yet it is often among the
most overlooked and therefore one of the most vulnerable.
Adopting HP Managed Print Services (MPS) helps provide a print fleet that is
optimized, secured and monitored for ongoing improvement. With an HP MPS
agreement, IT can introduce new document and security solutions without the
burden of time-consuming implementation or ongoing management.

This partnership with HP can help IT teams meet three key
challenges in the modern print environment:
1. Evolving security needs
2. Costs and productivity impacts
3. End-user demands for innovation
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Challenge #1:

Evolving
security needs
Security is always one of the primary issues IT departments must address for
their organizations. Although many IT teams apply security measures rigorously
to individual computers and the business network, printing and imaging devices
are often not prioritized, which means they are left exposed. In fact, 72 percent of
companies overlook printers in their endpoint security practices.1
Ignoring printing and imaging tools could have disastrous consequences because
cybercrime affects these devices as well. Sixty-four percent of IT managers say
their printers are likely infected with malware.2 That threat comes at a hefty price.
The average annual cost of cybercrime is $9.5 million.3
It will be more difficult than ever to manage these security risks as the workforce
becomes increasingly mobile and less centralized. Sixty-two percent of the global
workforce works from more than one location.4 Even when employees are under
the same roof, IT departments face newfound security challenges due to two
emerging workspace trends: open offices and hoteling.
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Rise in open offices and hoteling
According to the International Facility Management Association, 70 percent of all U.S.
offices now have an open design.4 While they foster increased collaboration, open
layouts offer less privacy and prove harder to secure than traditional office designs.
Open designs are further complicated with the rise in office hoteling. Otherwise
known as “co-working,” this concept provides space to companies on an as-needed
basis versus leasing or owning designated office space. It also enables multiple
organizations to share office space and equipment, including printers, which
amplifies security risks. Documents are not only more exposed in general but are
also more vulnerable to a greater number of individuals outside of each organization.
As threats continue to evolve, printers can offer opportunities for attackers to
compromise the device, data and network.

The modern (and future) workspace4
Open design

>50

%

of all offices
worldwide now have
an open design

Mix of organizations and individuals sharing space
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Solution:
HP Managed Print Services meets and
adapts to evolving security needs
According to Quocírca, “HP has the broadest and deepest portfolio of security
solutions and services in the market.”5 Those solutions are necessary because your
network firewall isn’t enough to protect your printers and other endpoints. That’s
why HP Secure MPS provides the world’s most secure printers6 with built-in, selfhealing malware protection.
But print security isn’t just about securing your devices. HP Secure MPS helps you
build layers of defense from the inside out, based on overall security best practices.
HP can deploy a customized strategy to secure data and documents, monitor for
threats and maintain your print security over time.
Among other benefits, HP Secure MPS:
• Helps secure your company’s valuable information, including print jobs in transit
• Ensures the right documents land in the right hands by implementing pull print
and authentication solutions (particularly useful in open offices, especially those
that allow hoteling)
• Monitors proactively for threats and compliance requirements with fleet
assessment, as well as security information and event management
(SIEM) integration
To deliver an even higher level of security and control, HP has introduced HP
JetAdvantage Secure Print.7 It’s a cloud-based solution that increases security and
control of your print environment by releasing documents only to authorized users.
It’s easy to set up and use, and it supports multivendor devices.
The HP JetAdvantage Secure Print solution is available via the HP JetAdvantage On
Demand web-based portal. From this centralized application management console,
you can use and manage industry-leading applications and assign user access.
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How HP JetAdvantage Secure
Print Works7
Cloud-based solutions like HP JetAdvantage Secure Print are ideal for
enterprises with less-centralized workers, because they allow them to
collaborate and work securely from any location.
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Challenge #2::

Costs and
productivity impacts
It’s no secret that IT expenditures must demonstrate business results.
Non-strategic infrastructure expenses are under close scrutiny to validate
measurable benefits.

Average costs of significant
security breach8

Consumables such as paper and ink no longer make up the majority of printrelated expenses. The bulk of document costs are in end-user time, as well as
in the flow of documents within organizations, and between organizations and
their customers.
Security breaches also come with a hefty price tag. According to IDC, “The average
costs of a significant security breach include productivity losses for 54 employees,
277 hours of time to remedy, and a hard cost of over $500,000 per breach,
including fines.”8 It’s imperative for IT teams to reduce the number of security
compromises and overall device downtime in order to help increase employee
productivity and decrease related costs.
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Solution:
HP Managed Print Services helps
you maintain (or increase) productivity
and reduce costs
Heightened security doesn’t have to come with incremental costs. HP
Managed Print Services can address the print-related challenges IT teams
face while reducing print costs and raising productivity.
Converting to an HP MPS solution can help you lower your cost of printing
by as much as 30 percent.9 This reduction is achieved by using less paper,
toner and ink with better print management, as well as by generating more
mindful users. According to IDC, simply implementing print security initiatives
contributed to saving on printer-related costs because employees became
more aware of how they use printers.8
Demonstrable results come in the form of not only monetary benefits but
also in saving time and improving productivity. Companies that deploy print
security solutions — like those available through HP MPS — indicate major
print-related timesaving gains, from less time spent on printer-related
hardware or software upgrades to fewer printer-related help desk issues.8

Saving Costs9
Converting to an HP MPS
solution can help lower your
cost of printing by as much
as 30 percent.

Saving Time8
Average print-related time
saved for companies deploying
print security solutions:

With HP MPS, printer servicing is easy. Each printer under contract is assigned
a unique identification number to help expedite any service support or
supplies needed. This process helps the IT staff concentrate on other aspects
of the business.
Beyond the printer-related benefits of using HP MPS, you can optimize workflow
and business processes with the help of HP. HP can assist in automating paperbased processes, making it easier and faster for employees throughout your
organization to access the information they need when they need it.
HP MPS is not a one-size-fits-all solution. That’s why HP provides an initial
assessment of your company’s print environment to gather relevant
information from all devices (HP and non-HP). HP experts work with you
to define and understand your future goals to be sure they are included
in proposed plans, ultimately creating a holistic print and/or content
management strategy for your organization. Regular reviews ensure that
your print environment and content processes evolve to meet changing
business requirements.
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Challenge #3::

End-user demands
for innovation
IT departments create the standards for recommended devices, but the
functional realities of their end users may indicate alternative platforms are
necessary to improve efficiencies. It’s important to consider these changing
needs and re-evaluate supported technology on an ongoing basis.
Employee autonomy and bring your own device (BYOD) or choose your own
device (CYOD) policies have risen in recent years. Forty-one percent of companies
now allow some sort of BYOD or CYOD usage.10 Rapidly evolving mobile
technologies mean companies have to continually adapt to support and secure
the latest devices. Globally, end users use on average 3.1 devices for work.11
Smartphones, tablets and notebook computers offer employees the flexibility
to be productive at home, at work and on the go. However, the use of personal
devices for business and the variety of mobile platforms can add complexity
and raise security concerns. Fortunately, there are solutions to address
these challenges.
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Solution:
HP Managed Print Services helps you
meet end-user demands for innovation
HP can work with you to determine which solution best meets your needs
and those of the team members you serve. One of the capabilities that often
galvanizes end users is mobile printing — which enables employees to securely
print from smartphones, tablets or other mobile devices — because of the
opportunity it provides to streamline their workflow.
For instance, a manager using a smartphone to check email while en route
from multiple meetings might want to print a document, but might not have the
time to return to his or her desk to access email on the computer. Additionally,
when conducting business away from the home office, users often need to print
contracts, presentations or proposals that are most easily accessible from their
mobile devices.
Though these are both hypothetical situations, they mirror a practical reality:
Many users want to print from these devices, but are unable to.
According to Gartner, “IT needs to continue to change its approach to mobile
devices, services, applications, standards and tools. Failure to adapt mobile
strategies to the changing workplace will perpetuate the idea that the IT group
is out of touch with employee needs and the changing nature of work.”12
IT teams should stay abreast of their end-user demands for innovation like
mobile printing and respond to them as they are able in order to optimize
service. HP MPS can assist in this endeavor. HP gives users the ability to
print securely from any device, and IT decision-makers can choose from two
approaches that deliver ease of use without sacrificing security: direct print
solutions and managed mobile print solutions.
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Direct print solutions
Enable peer-to-peer wireless printing to allow mobile users to print directly using the
printer’s discrete wireless signal that is separate from any company wireless service.
Some printers and multifunction printers (MFPs) have this capability built-in.
Benefit: Features easy setup, high reliability and security
Ideal for: Business customers who want to offer mobile printing without the
need for advanced management capabilities

Managed mobile print solutions
With the explosive growth of mobility, many enterprises are adopting a BYOD
approach or a hybrid strategy that includes corporate-owned devices as well as a
BYOD program. If your business is seeking to deploy mobile printing across a printer
fleet and needs advanced options, HP offers server-based solutions with secure pullprinting, plus advanced management and reporting capabilities. HP also provides
options to integrate with third-party mobile device management (MDM) solutions.
Benefit: Allows employees to print from mobile devices to any registered printer
while keeping data safely within the company network
Ideal for: Organizations with these needs:
• Business requirements necessitate reporting and control of
printing activities
• Security requirements exceed the levels available in direct mobile
print solutions
• Mobile printing requirements are included in overall computing
authentication and access-control strategies
• Printer fleet access is integrated into MDM solutions
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You’ve got this
Comprehensive print security can impact the whole organization. That’s why it’s
important to engage an expert to manage your print environment and ensure that
it’s reliable, secure and improves business productivity. IT decision-makers are
uniquely positioned to establish this relationship with HP and begin tackling these
issues with help from their experts.
HP has the expertise to assess your print security vulnerabilities and help you
effectively pave the way for a more secure and productive future.
You don’t have to do it all alone. Let HP help you determine the right solutions
for your business. With HP Secure MPS, you can be confident that your print
environment has the strongest protection available in the industry.13

Learn more or talk to an MPS expert today at
hp.com/go/securemps
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